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We present the result of the search for the rare B meson decay of Bþ → lþνlγ with l ¼ e; μ. For the
search the full data set recorded by the Belle experiment of 711 fb−1 integrated luminosity near the ϒð4SÞ
resonance is used. Signal candidates are reconstructed for photon energies Eγ larger than 1 GeV using a
novel multivariate tagging algorithm. The novel algorithm fully reconstructs the second Bmeson produced
in the collision using hadronic modes and was specifically trained to recognize the signal signature in
combination with hadronic tag-side B meson decays. This approach greatly enhances the performance.
Background processes that can mimic this signature, mainly charmless semileptonic decays and continuum
processes, are suppressed using multivariate methods. The number of signal candidates is determined by
analyzing the missing mass squared distribution as inferred from the signal side particles and the kinematic
properties of the tag-side B meson. No significant excess over the background-only hypothesis is observed
and upper limits on the partial branching fraction ΔB with Eγ > 1 GeV individually for electron and muon
final states as well as for the average branching fraction of both lepton final states are reported. We find a
Bayesian upper limit of ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ < 3.0 × 10−6 at 90% CL and also report an upper limit on the
first inverse moment of the light-cone distribution amplitude of the Bmeson of λB > 0.24 GeV at 90% CL.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.112016
I. INTRODUCTION
The precision study of leptonic B meson decays offers a
unique path to test the standard model (SM) of particle
physics: new heavy mediators or sterile neutrinos could
contribute to the decay amplitudes and lead, for instance, to
lepton flavor universality breaking effects. In the SM,
however, leptonic transitions are helicity suppressed, mak-
ing an observation in final states involving electrons or
muons challenging. The helicity suppression can be lifted,
if one considers final states which involve an additional
photon in the final state, emitted for instance from the light
u quark. The decay rate for such Bþ → lþνlγ processes [1]
is suppressed by a factor of αem and the resulting decay
amplitude [2] may be expressed as
AðBþ→lþνlγÞ¼
GFVub
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p hl¯νγjlγμPLν¯ ·uγμPLb¯jB¯i; ð1Þ
with the projection operator PL ¼ ð1 − γ5Þ=2, GF denoting
Fermi’s constant, l denoting either an electron or a muon
field, u and b¯ as quark fields and Vub denoting the relevant
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [3,4] element of the
transition. The hadronic transition can be fully described by
two form factors parameterizing the axial-vector and vector
hadronic currents, denoted by FA and FV, respectively. The
differential decay rate as a function of these two form
factors and the photon energy Eγ is given by
dΓðBþ → lþνlγÞ
dEγ
¼ αemG
2
FjVubj2
6π2
mBE3γ

1 −
2Eγ
mB

×

jFVj2þ
FA þ elfBEγ

2

; ð2Þ
with el denoting the charge of the lepton and mB the B
meson mass. At high photon energies of Eγ > 1 GeV, both
form factors can be expanded [5] as
FVðEγÞ ¼
eufBmB
2EγλBðμÞ
RðEγ; μÞ þ ξðEγÞ þ ΔξðEγÞ; ð3Þ
FAðEγÞ ¼
eufBmB
2EγλBðμÞ
RðEγ; μÞ þ ξðEγÞ − ΔξðEγÞ; ð4Þ
with fB denoting the B meson decay constant and eu the
charge of the u quark line. The factor RðEγ; μÞ accounts for
photon emissions from the light spectator quark in the B
meson and is unity at tree level. The ξ and Δξ terms are
power suppressed by 1=mb and 1=ð2EγÞ and contain a
symmetry conserving and breaking part for both form
factors FA and FV. In Refs. [6,7] the leading contributions
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to ξ and Δξ were evaluated and predictions with an
accuracy of Oð20%Þ were presented. The parameter λB
is related to the first inverse moment of the leading-twist B
meson light-cone distribution amplitude ϕþ in the high
energy limit, λB−1 ¼
R∞
0 dwϕþðwÞwithw denoting the light-
cone momentum. This parameter is of great relevance and
serves as an important input to understand QCD factoriza-
tion used to predict nonleptonicBmeson decays [8–10]. The
partial branching of Bþ → lþνlγ is expected to be of the
order ofOð10−6Þ for photon energies ofEγ > 1 GeV and λB
in the range of several hundred MeV [5].
The search for the rare Bþ → lþνlγ decay thus serves
two purposes: first a limit or observation of the partial
branching fraction can be used in combination with the
decay rate Eq. (2) and input from theory for ξ and Δξ, as
well as for fB and Vub, to experimentally determine the
value of λB. Second, with the Belle II experiment the Bþ →
lþνlγ decay rate could offer a future additional path to
determine jVubj by using lattice calculations for λB. In this
manuscript we present a novel method to determine λB,
which uses the measured ratio of Bþ → lþνlγ with respect
to Bþ → π0lþνl. This cancels the explicit dependence of
Vub on λB and in the ratio several experimental uncertain-
ties cancel.
The search in this manuscript supersedes the earlier
result of Ref. [11], using an improved hadronic tagging and
more accurate modeling of the charmless semileptonic
backgrounds. The hadronic tagging is based on the Full
Event Interpretation (FEI) [12], which uses multivariate
methods trained to recognize the signal signature (consist-
ing of a single photon with Eγ > 1 GeV and a lepton
candidate) in conjunction with a hadronic B meson decay.
This signal-specific approach enhances the selection effi-
ciency in comparison to the previous analysis by a factor of
three, which results in an improvement of 1.9σ for the
expected significance for a given partial branching fraction
of ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ ¼ 5.0 × 10−6 and with a similar ratio
of signal over background events. Backgrounds that can
mimic signal, most importantly Bþ → π0lþνl and other
charmless semileptonic decays, are suppressed with a
dedicated π0 and η veto, which combines the signal photon
with other calorimeter clusters to form a multivariate
classifier. The signal is extracted by analyzing the missing
mass squared distribution,M2miss, which for correctly recon-
structed signal decays peaks around 0 GeV2. Semileptonic
background and event candidates from continuumprocesses
are shifted towards positive values. The Bþ → lþνlγ
branching fraction is extracted simultaneously with a Bþ →
π0lþνl control sample, which constrains themost dominant
background contribution. The extracted yields are converted
into (partial) branching fractions to determine the ratio of
Bþ → lþνlγ to Bþ → π0lþνl decays.
This manuscript is organized as follows: Section II
details the analysis strategy and selection. Section III
summarizes the statistical analysis of theM2miss distribution
and the limit setting procedure. In Sec. IV the calibration
procedure of the multivariate tagging algorithm is summa-
rized. Sections V and VI discuss the systematic uncertain-
ties and the main results. The manuscript concludes with a
summary in Sec. VII.
II. DATA SET AND ANALYSIS STRATEGY
The full Belle data set of ð772 10Þ × 106 B meson
pairs is analyzed, produced at the KEKB accelerator
complex [13] at a center-of-mass energy of 10.58 GeV
at the ϒð4SÞ resonance. The Belle detector is a large-solid-
angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a silicon
vertex detector (SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber
(CDC), an array of aerogel threshold Čerenkov counters
(ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintil-
lation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter
comprised of CsI(Tl) crystals (ECL) located inside a
superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T mag-
netic field. An iron flux return located outside of the coil is
instrumented to detect K0L mesons and to identify muons
(KLM). A more detailed description of the detector can be
found in Ref. [14].
All analyses steps are carried out using the Belle II
analysis software framework [15] and the recorded Belle
collision data and Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples
were converted using the tool described in Ref. [16]. MC
samples of B meson decays and non-resonant eþe− → qq¯
with q ¼ u; d; s; c continuum processes are generated
using the EVTGEN generator [17], with sample sizes
corresponding to approximately ten and six times the
Belle collision data, respectively. The interactions of
particles traversing the detector are simulated using
GEANT3 [18]. QED final state radiation (FSR) is simulated
using the PHOTOS [19] package. The Bþ → lþνlγ signal is
simulated using the calculation of Ref. [20]. Charmless
semileptonic decays are one of the main contributions to the
background in the analysis, in particularBþ → π0lþνl with
π0 → γγ canmimic the signal final state. TheBþ → π0lþνl
background is modeled using the BCL form factor para-
metrization [21] with central values and uncertainties from
the global fit of Ref. [22]. The remaining charmless semi-
leptonic background is modeled using a mix of resonant
and non-resonant modes: the resonant contributions for
Bþ → ωlþνl, Bþ → ρ0lþνl, B0 → ρ−lþνl are simulated
according to a pole model documented in Ref. [17].
The contributions from Bþ → ηlþνl, Bþ → η0lþνl,
Bþ → f2ð1270Þlþνl, and Bþ → b1ð1235Þlþνl are mod-
eled using the ISGW2 model [23]. Non-resonant contribu-
tions are modeled using the DFN calculation [24] with a
choice of its parameters λSF1 and Λ¯SF to approximatively
reproduce the first and secondmoments of the inclusivemXu
distribution. The fragmentation of the Xu system is per-
formed by JETSET [25]. Background processes from
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leptonic, semileptonic or hadronic B meson decays are
included in the simulation and all relevant decay branching
fractions are corrected to correspond to the values
of Ref. [26].
The presence of a neutrino in Bþ → lþνlγ decays
prohibits the full reconstruction of the signal B meson,
and thus the entireϒð4SÞ decay chain is considered to infer
the missing momentum of the neutrino. First, a signal
electron or muon and a photon candidate with at least
1 GeV in the laboratory frame are identified. The FEI
algorithm then hierarchically reconstructs the rest of the
event (ROE): The tag-side B meson (Btag) is reconstructed
using 29 explicit hadronic decay channels, leading to
Oð10000Þ final states. An optimized implementation of
gradient-boosted decision trees (BDT) [27] is used for
multivariate classification at the individual stages of the
Btag reconstruction, which progresses by forming inter-
mediate particles for (J=ψ ; π0; K0S; D;Ds;D

s) from stable
particle candidates for (eþ; μþ; Kþ; πþ; γ) to reconstruct B
candidates in six distinct stages. To each reconstructed
candidate a signal probability PFEI is assigned, which is
calculated by the respective classifier on the properties of
the candidate (such as the invariant mass or vertex fit
information) to discriminate signal from background can-
didates. A detailed description of the entire algorithm can
be found in Ref. [12] and references therein. By recon-
structing the signal side first, the FEI trains specifically to
recognize Bþ → lþνlγ decays in conjunction with had-
ronic B meson decays. Using the kinematic information of
the Btag, the four-momenta of the signal side Bmeson (Bsig)
and thus the missing neutrino can be reconstructed in the
center-of-mass frame as
pBsig ¼
 ﬃﬃ
s
p
=2
−p⃗Btag

and pν ¼ ðpBsig − pl − pγÞ;
where
ﬃﬃ
s
p
denotes the center-of-mass energy of the collid-
ing eþe− pair, and px and p⃗x are the four- and three-
momentum of a given particle x.
Only events with not more than 12 tracks are selected as
the signal side consists of only one charged track and signal
events typically have a low track multiplicity. Photons are
identified as energy depositions in the calorimeter without
an associated track. Only photons with an energy deposi-
tion of Eγ > 100 MeV, 150 MeV, and 50 MeV in the
forward endcap, backward endcap and barrel part of the
calorimeter, respectively, are considered. Charged tracks
are required to have a distance of closest approach to the
nominal interaction point transverse to and along the beam
axis of jdrj < 2 cm and jdzj < 4 cm, respectively. Charged
tracks are identified as electron or muon candidates by
combining the information of multiple subdetectors into a
likelihood ratio, the lepton identification (LLID). For
electrons the identifying features are the ratio of the energy
deposition in the ECL with respect to the reconstructed
track momentum, the energy loss in the CDC, the shower
shape in the ECL, the quality of the geometrical matching
of the track to the shower position in the ECL, and the
photon yield in the ACC [28]. Muon candidates are
identified from charged track trajectories extrapolated to
the outer detector. The identifying features are the differ-
ence between expected and measured penetration depth as
well as the transverse deviation of KLM hits from the
extrapolated trajectory [29]. Charged tracks are identified
as pions or kaons using a likelihood classifier using
information from the CDC, ACC, and TOF subdetectors.
Electrons can radiate sizable fractions of their kinetic
energy through bremsstrahlung and FSR processes.
Candidates for such photons are identified in the ECL
using a cone of 5 degrees around the initial trajectory of the
electron candidate, such that only photons radiated near the
interaction region can be found. The bremsstrahlung and
FSR photons are required to have an energy of Eγ < 1 GeV
and if several photon candidates are identified, only the
photon with the highest energy is used. The four-momen-
tum of the signal side electron candidate is then corrected
by adding the photon energy accordingly. The prompt
signal-photon candidates from the Bþ → lþνlγ decay are
required to have Eγ > 1 GeV in the rest frame of the Bsig
meson. Further, signal-photon candidates must provide
R9=25 > 0.9, which is defined as the ratio of the energies
deposited in the 3 × 3 with respect to the energy deposited
in the 5 × 5 CsI(Tl) crystals around the maximal energy
deposition. LLID > 0.8 is required for electron and muon
candidates. Since the efficiencies of the LLID requirement
can differ between MC and data, an efficiency correction is
applied, measured on four-lepton and inclusive B →
XJ=ψð→ lþl−Þ decays in bins of lepton momentum in
the laboratory frame and polar angle. Furthermore, the
invariant mass MB of the reconstructed lepton-photon pair
has to be within (1.0, 6.0) GeV.
Before the FEI tagging algorithm is applied, the corre-
sponding tag-side is cleaned to remove events which do not
allow for a reasonable tag-side reconstruction. Photon
candidates must provide R9=25 > 0.9. In addition, a cut
on the difference between the beam energy and the energy
of the ROE calculated in the center-of-mass frame,
ΔEROE < 2.0 GeV, is applied. The beam-constrained mass
Mbc;ROE ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð ﬃﬃsp =2Þ2 − p⃗2ROE
p
of the ROE calculated in the
center-of-mass frame has to be larger than 4.8 GeV.
After the reconstruction of both Bsig and Btag, the ϒð4SÞ
candidate can be reconstructed. A best-candidate selection
based on PFEI (of the Btag candidate) is performed, if more
than one candidate per event is reconstructed. Further
combinatoric background is removed with cuts on the
reconstructed invariant mass of the ϒð4SÞ candidate of
Mϒð4SÞ ∈ ð7.5; 10.5Þ GeV (considering the missing neu-
trino), and the difference between the beam energy and the
energy of the Btag candidate, ΔE ∈ ð−0.15; 0.1Þ GeV. The
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beam-constrained mass Mbc ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð ﬃﬃsp =2Þ2 − p⃗2Btag
q
of the
Btag candidate has to be within (5.27, 5.29) GeV. Only
events with no unassigned tracks (either for Bsig or Btag)
and EECL ≤ 0.9 GeV, where EECL is the sum of the
remaining unassigned energy depositions in the ECL,
are retained. Continuum background is removed by
applying an additional cut PFEI > 0.01, whose value was
chosen by studying the Mbc sideband, defined as
Mbc ∈ ð5.24; 5.27Þ GeV.
The background from Bþ → π0lþνl and Bþ → ηlþνl
is peaking in M2miss and is suppressed in a two-step
procedure: First, the signal-side photon is combined
with any other photon in the ROE to reconstruct a π0
candidate. The event is vetoed if the candidate satisfies
Mγγ ∈ ð110; 160Þ MeV, whereMγγ is the invariant mass of
the two photons combined. Further, a multivariate method
is trained to suppress the remaining Bþ → π0lþνl and the
Bþ → ηlþνl background using the following variables: the
number of ECL cluster hits used for the signal-side photon
reconstruction, R9=25, the lateral distribution of the energy
of the ECL cluster hits, the angle between the signal-side
photon and the missing momentum p⃗ν calculated in the
rest frame of the Bsig, EECL, and the energy asymmetry,
revealing the asymmetry in energy distribution of the lepton
and photon candidate of the Bsig, calculated as
A ¼ ElEγ
El þ Eγ
: ð5Þ
To improve control over the normalization of the peaking
background, control samples for Bþ → π0lþνl, with
l ¼ e, μ are reconstructed. The signal side selection is
slightly adapted for the Bþ → π0lþνl selection: instead of
a single photon with Eγ > 1 GeV, two photon candidates
are combined to form a π0 candidate and only events with
an invariant mass of Mγγ ∈ ð115; 152Þ MeV (correspond-
ing to approximately 3σ in π0 mass resolution), are
retained. Both control samples and the Bþ → lþνlγ signal
decays are analyzed simultaneously to extract the desired
signal yields and to constrain the peaking Bþ → π0lþνl
contaminations in the signal candidates.
For both the Bþ → lþνlγ and the Bþ → π0lþνl selec-
tions, nonresonant continuum processes are suppressed
using a multivariate approach with the aforementioned
implementation of BDT. The event topology for continuum
processes differs from that of B meson decays. This can be
exploited to suppress continuum events by using event
shape variables, such as the magnitude of the thrust of final
state particles forming the Bsig and ROE candidates, the
angle between the Bsig and the z-axis and between the
Bsig and the ROE, the reduced Fox-Wolfram moment R2,
the modified Fox-Wolfram moments [30] and CLEO
Cones [31].
The cuts on the multivariate classifier for continuum and
the peaking background suppression are simultaneously
optimized with Punzi’s figure of merit [32]. After all
selection steps, we obtain a signal reconstruction efficiency
for Bþ → lþνlγ decays of 0.64% (0.67%) for the electron
(muon) final state. On the normalization sample we obtain
an efficiency of 0.38% for both final states for Bþ →
π0lþνl decays.
To discriminate the signal from background decays, the
missing mass squared M2miss of the event is calculated as
M2miss ¼ m2ν ¼ p2ν ¼ ðpBsig − pl − pXÞ2; ð6Þ
with pX denoting pγ for Bþ → lþνlγ signal events, and pπ
for Bþ → π0lþνl normalization events, respectively. The
signal and background yields are then obtained using the
statistical analysis described in Sec. III. The analysis
procedure is validated using two signal-depleted sidebands:
an off-resonance sample, recorded 40 MeV below the
ϒð4SÞ resonance, and the Mbc sideband were analyzed.
Both showed good agreement between data and the MC
expectation.
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND LIMIT
SETTING PROCEDURE
Signal and background yields are extracted using a
binned maximum likelihood fit of the M2miss distribution.
For an individual channel, the likelihood function is
constructed as
Lc ¼
Ybins
i
Pðni; νiÞ; ð7Þ
with Pðni; νiÞ ¼ νnii =ðni!Þe−νi denoting the Poisson distri-
bution with ni and νi the number of observed and expected
events in a given bin i ofM2miss, respectively. Three different
likelihood fits are carried out in this manuscript:
(i) Semileptonic Bþ → D¯0lþνl decays are analyzed to
determine a calibration factor for the FEI tagging
efficiency. The selection and obtained calibration
factors are further discussed in Sec. IV.
(ii) The branching fraction of Bþ → π0lþνl events is
determined as a cross check of the FEI calibration
procedure, cf. Sec. IV.
(iii) The Bþ → lþνlγ signal events are analyzed using a
simultaneous fit to the Bþ → lþνlγ and Bþ →
π0lþνl M2miss distributions. A global likelihood
function is constructed as
L ¼
Y
c
Lc ×
Ysyst
k
GðθkÞ ð8Þ
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with c denoting the reconstructed event type
corresponding to the four categories defined by
the Bþ → eþνeγ, Bþ → μþνμγ, Bþ → π0eþνe and
Bþ → π0μþνμ channels. Further, GðθkÞ denotes the
standard normal distribution for nuisance parameters
θk, which incorporate systematic uncertainties into
the likelihood function. The various systematic
uncertainties are further discussed in Sec. V.
The expected number of events in a given bin i of theM2miss
distribution and in a given category is constructed as
νi ¼
X
j
νjfij; ð9Þ
with νj the total number of events of type j and fij denoting
the expected fraction of events of type j in the ith bin. The
fractions fij are obtained from the MC simulation and the
event types for the Bþ → D¯0lþνl and Bþ → π0lþνl fits
are further detailed in Sec. IV. For the search for the rare
Bþ → lþνlγ decay the yield of four event types are used as
free parameters in the fit:
(i) Bþ → lþνlγ signal events.
(ii) Bþ → π0lþνl normalization events.
(iii) B→ Xulþνl background events.
(iv) Other B meson or continuum background events.
The Bþ → π0lþνl normalization mode is linked between
the Bþ → lþνlγ and Bþ → π0lþνl categories and the
global likelihood function L is maximized to determine the
estimates for the number of signal events. Confidence
intervals are constructed using the profile likelihood
method
λðνjÞ ¼ ln
Lðνj; νˆν; θˆνÞ
Lðνˆj; νˆ; θˆÞ
; ð10Þ
where νˆj, νˆ and θˆ are the values of the normalization of
interest, the remaining normalizations, and nuisance
parameters that unconditionally maximize the likelihood
function while νˆν and θˆν are the values of the other
normalizations and nuisance parameters which maximize
the likelihood under the condition that the observable of
interest is kept fixed at a given value νj. In the asymptotic
limit, approximate confidence intervals (CI) can be con-
structed using
1 − CI ¼
Z
∞
−2λðνjÞ
fχ2ðx; 1 dofÞ dx; ð11Þ
with fχ2ðx; 1 dofÞ denoting the χ2 distribution with one
degree of freedom. In case of two parameters of interest a
two-dimensional confidence level (CL) can be constructed
via Eq. (11) by modifying λðνjÞ to a likelihood ratio
depending on two parameters, νj and νk, λðνj; νkÞ, and
with fχ2 correspondingly then having two degrees of
freedom.
In case we observe no significant signal, we set a
Bayesian limit by converting the likelihood Eq. (8),
L ¼ LðnjνjÞ, into a probability density function F of
the parameter of interest νi using a flat prior πðνjÞ such that
F ðνjjnÞ ¼
LðnjνjÞπðνjÞR∞
0 LðnjνjÞπðνjÞdνj
; ð12Þ
with πðνjÞ ¼ constant for νj > 0 and zero otherwise. In
Eq. (12), n denotes the vector of observed event yields in
the given bins in all channels.
The fit procedure was validated using ensembles of
pseudoexperiments generated with different input branch-
ing fractions for Bþ → lþνlγ and Bþ → π0lþνl decays.
No biases or undercoverage of CI are observed.
IV. HADRONIC TAGGING EFFICIENCY
CALIBRATION AND B+ → π0l+ νl
BRANCHING FRACTION
The multivariate classifiers that enter the hadronic
tagging algorithm of the FEI are trained on simulated
events. Due to imperfections in these simulations, e.g., due
to inadequate modeling of hadronic decays or experimen-
tally poorly constrained branching fractions, the tagging
algorithm exhibits a different performance on simulated
and recorded events. Due to this, the tagging algorithm has
to be calibrated on data using well known processes. In this
analysis, such a calibration is derived using three semi-
leptonic B channels with different multiplicities,
(i) Bþ → D¯0ð→ Kþπ−Þlþνl
(ii) Bþ → D¯0ð→ Kþπ−π0Þlþνl
(iii) Bþ → D¯0ð→ Kþπ−πþπ−Þlþνl,
where l ¼ e, μ. The tag-side selection is identical with the
nominal analysis. The signal side selects electron and muon
candidates using the criteria detailed in Sec. II. Charged
pion tracks are required to originate near the IP with jdrj <
2 cm and jdzj < 4 cm. Charged kaons and pions are
separated using a likelihood ratio, PKπ , which combines
the relevant information from the ACC, TOF and CDC
subdetectors. We require PKπ < 0.4 for pion and PKπ >
0.6 for kaon candidates, respectively. Neutral pions are
reconstructed from the combination of two photons with an
invariant mass of Mγγ ∈ ð117.8; 152Þ MeV. D¯0 candidates
are reconstructed combining the kaon candidates with the
charged and neutral pion candidates. The reconstructed D¯0
candidates are required to haveMD ∈ ð1.858; 1.872Þ GeV,
MD ∈ ð1.849; 1.879Þ GeV and MD ∈ ð1.854; 1.872Þ GeV
for the three channels (i)–(iii), respectively. Additional
loose cuts are applied on the beam-constrained mass
of the Bsig candidate (reconstructed from the D¯0 and the
lepton), Mbc > 4.5 GeV, and the cosine of the angle
between the true B meson (calculated from beam energy
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and momentum) and the reconstructed Dl system,
j cosðθBDlÞj < 3.0. An unconstrained vertex fit is applied
on theD and B candidates and candidates with a p-value of
the fit of pχ2 > 0.01 are retained.
The tag efficiency calibration factor is calculated by
extracting the number of signal decays on data and
comparing to the expected number of events from the
MC simulation. The signal yield is determined using a
binned maximum likelihood fit (cf. Sec. III) of the M2miss
distribution, reconstructed as
M2miss ¼ m2ν ¼ ðpBsig − pl − pDÞ2: ð13Þ
The obtained calibration factors of the three channels are
shown in Fig. 1 and the global calibration factor is found to
be ϵ ¼ 0.825 0.014ðstat:Þ  0.049ðsyst:Þ.
To validate the found calibration factor, we measure
the branching fraction of the Bþ → π0lþνl decay and
compare it to the current world average. We obtain
BðBþ → π0lþνlÞ ¼ ð7.8 0.6ðstat:ÞÞ × 10−5, which is in
agreement with the average BPDGðBþ → π0lþνlÞ ¼
ð7.80 0.27Þ × 10−5 of Ref. [26].
V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
There are several systematic uncertainties that affect the
measured yields and partial branching fractions: Table I
summarizes the most important sources of uncertainty for
the Bþ → lþνlγ and Bþ → π0lþνl branching fraction
measurements.
The effect of all systematic uncertainties are directly
incorporated into the likelihood Eq. (7) via the replace-
ment of
νjfij → νjfij ×
Ysyst
k
ð1þ θkϵijkÞ; ð14Þ
and
νjfij → νjfij þ
Xsyst
k
θkϵijk; ð15Þ
for multiplicative and additive uncertainties, respectively.
Nuisance parameters θk are constrained using standard
normal distributions GðθkÞ in Eq. (8) for relative and
absolute uncertainties ϵijk of a source k for a component
j and a given bin i. Systematic and statistical uncertain-
ties are separated from each other using scans of the
likelihood contour in which the systematic nuisance
parameters are kept fixed at their best fit value.
The largest multiplicative systematic uncertainty on both
branching fractions stems from the uncertainty on the
tagging calibration (see the previous section). It is evaluated
by shifting the central value of the combined correction
factor according to its statistical and systematic uncertainty.
This results in a relative uncertainty of 6.2%. The second
largest uncertainty for Bþ → π0lþνl is given by the
statistical uncertainty on the signal reconstruction effi-
ciency. Its uncertainty is evaluated using binomial uncer-
tainties, following the prescription of Ref. [33]. Another
large multiplicative uncertainty stems from the LLID effi-
ciency, which is corrected in the simulation using data-
driven methods. The statistical and systematic uncertainty
on these correction factors are propagated and result in an
uncertainty of 1.81% and 1.97% for ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ and
BðBþ → π0lþνlÞ, respectively. The remaining two multi-
plicative uncertainties are from the number of BB¯ pairs,
used to convert the measured yield into (partial) branching
fractions, and the uncertainty on reconstruction efficiency
differences between the simulation and recorded collisions
of charged tracks. The tracking efficiency differences are
FIG. 1. Extracted calibration factors for the applied tagging
algorithm found for the three different semileptonic calibration
channels. The inner and outer interval represents the statistical
and systematic uncertainty, respectively. The blue band depicts
the 1σ uncertainty band of the averaged calibration factor.
TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties for the simultaneous fit of
both final states.
Source
BðBþ→π0lþνlÞ
in 10−5
ΔBðBþ→lþνlγÞ
in 10−6
Calibration 0.49 0.09
Reconstruction efficiency 0.20 0.01
LLID efficiency 0.16 0.02
NBB¯ 0.11 0.02
Tracking efficiency 0.03 0.00
Peaking background BDT 0.02 0.24
PDF templates 0.08 0.18
BCL model 0.25 0.01
Reconstructed tag channel 0.01 0.14
B → Xulþνl 0.02 0.07
Signal model 0.00 0.03
Combined 0.62 0.36
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studied using D → D0π decays with D0 → ππK0S and
K0S → π
þπ−. The uncertainty on NBB¯ results in a relative
error of 1.37% and for the tracking efficiency an uncer-
tainty of 0.35% for the single signal side track is found.
The largest additive systematic uncertainty for the Bþ →
lþνlγ partial branching fraction measurement stems from
the systematic uncertainty assigned to the multivariate
method that suppresses peaking background contributions.
This uncertainty is evaluated by reweighting the MC
samples to the distribution of the input variables used for
the classification on data. The distribution which gives the
largest deviation from the nominal result is used to estimate
the uncertainty. The second largest additive uncertainty for
the Bþ → lþνlγ partial branching fraction measurement is
due to limitedMC statistics. The uncertainty is evaluated for
eachMC sample individually by producing a large ensemble
of templates, where the numbers of entries are varied using a
Poisson distribution. The templates of the ensemble are used
to repeat the fit to estimate the total uncertainty. The largest
additive systematic uncertainty for the Bþ → π0lþνl
branching fraction is given by the uncertainty on the BCL
form factors and is evaluated by variations using the
covariance matrix from the global fit of Ref. [22].
The remaining additive uncertainties on both channels
are evaluated as follows: The fraction of the individual
channels in which the Btag is reconstructed differs between
MC and data. To estimate the impact of this mismatch, the
MC samples are corrected to the fraction in data of the
reconstructed tag channels and the difference is taken as an
estimation for the systematic uncertainty. In the fit, the
individual branching fractions of charmless semileptonic
background decay modes are kept fixed and modeled as a
single floating background template. To estimate uncertain-
ties due to slight shape differences in M2miss from these
templates, we vary the decay branching fractions of
Bþ→ωlþνl, Bþ→ ρ0lþνl, B0 → ρ−lþνl, Bþ → ηlþνl,
Bþ → η0lþνl, and B0 → π−lþνl individually within their
uncertainties [26]. The uncertainty on the Bþ → lþνlγ
signal model is estimated by correcting the simulated events
from the prediction of Ref. [20] to the state-of-the-art
prediction of Ref. [5] and repeating the fit.
VI. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the M2miss distribution of the selected
data events in the four categories of Bþ→eþνeγ, Bþ→
μþνμγ, Bþ → π0eþνe, and Bþ → π0μþνμ. The selected
FIG. 2. The post-fit M2miss distributions for the simultaneous fit to the four categories are shown (cf. Sec. III). The individual fit
components are shown as colored histograms, and the filled gray histogram shows their sum.
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events are used to maximize the likelihood function Eq. (7)
numerically, determining the four (Bþ → lþνlγ) and three
(Bþ → π0lþνl) event types detailed in Sec. III.
The fitted Bþ → lþνlγ signal, Bþ → π0lþνl normali-
zation and other background contributions are shown as
colored histograms and the summed signal plus back-
ground template is shown as a filled gray histogram. The
observed partial branching fraction of Bþ → lþνlγ with
Eγ > 1 GeV is
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ ¼ ð1.4 1.0 0.4Þ × 10−6; ð16Þ
where the first error is statistical and the second error
contains all systematic uncertainties discussed in Sec. V.
The significance over the background-only hypothesis for
the Bþ → lþνlγ signal, as calculated using the likelihood
ratio, is 1.4 standard deviations. The Bþ → π0lþνl branch-
ing fraction is found to be
BðBþ → π0lþνlÞ ¼ ð7.9 0.6 0.6Þ × 10−5; ð17Þ
and has better statistical precision than the measurement of
Ref. [34].1 A summary of all fit results, including fits of the
individual electron and muon samples, is presented in
Table II. Figure 3(a) shows the two-dimensional likelihood
ratio contours of −2λ [see Eq. (10)] for both branching
fractions. The correlation between ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ and
BðBþ → π0lþνlÞ is found to be ρ ¼ −2.7%.
Due to the low significance of the measured Bþ →
lþνlγ signal, we convert the likelihood into a Bayesian
probability density function (PDF), with the procedure
detailed in Sec. III. Figure 3(b) shows the one-dimensional
likelihood ratio scan and the obtained Bayesian PDF, which
was obtained using a flat prior in the partial branching
fraction. The resulting limit for Bþ → lþνlγ at 90% CL is
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ < 3.0 × 10−6: ð18Þ
This provides a significantly more stringent limit than
previous searches, and a summary of previous limits and
individual limits for the electron and muon signal channel
can be found in Table III.
Using the Bþ → lþνlγ and Bþ → π0lþνl branching
fractions, the first inverse moment λB of the leading-twist B
meson light-cone distribution amplitude ϕþ can be deter-
mined. Instead of directly using the measured Bþ → lþνlγ
partial branching fraction, we use the theoretically well
understood Bþ → π0lþνl decay rate to derive a measure-
ment of λB which is independent of Vub. The value of λB is
related to this ratio as
Rπ ¼
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ
BðBþ → π0lþνlÞ
¼ ΔΓðλBÞ
ΓðBþ → π0lþνlÞ
; ð19Þ
with ΔΓðλBÞ denoting the partial decay rate as a function of
λB with Eγ > 1 GeV, and ΓðBþ → π0lþνlÞ denoting the
total decay rate of Bþ → π0lþνl. Using the central values
and the full experimental covariance we measure
Rmeasπ ¼ ð1.7 1.4Þ × 10−2: ð20Þ
For the prediction of the Bþ → π0lþνl decay rate,
we use the global fit [22] of ΓðBþ → π0lþνlÞ ¼
jVubj2 × ð2.4 0.2Þ × 10−12 GeV. For the partial Bþ →
lþνlγ decay rate the predictions and uncertainties of
Ref. [7] extrapolated to Eγ > 1 GeV are used. In
Ref. [7] three different models are used to evaluate the
dependence of the partial decay rate on the functional form
of the light-cone distribution amplitude. Figure 4 shows the
predicted and measured Rπ ratio as a function of λB. We
solve Eq. (19) numerically and in Table IV the determined
value of λB for each of the three models are given, including
the corresponding theoretical uncertainties of Ref. [7]. We
use the shift in the central value between all three models to
also quote a value of λB, whose uncertainty should
incorporate the overall model dependence. For this we find
λB ¼ 0.36þ0.25þ0.03þ0.03−0.08−0.03−0.03 GeV ¼ 0.36þ0.25−0.09 GeV; ð21Þ
where the first uncertainty is experimental, the second from
the theoretical uncertainty on the Bþ → lþνlγ prediction
of Ref. [7] and the Bþ → π0lþνl uncertainty from
Ref. [22], and the third uncertainty is due to the light-cone
distribution amplitude model dependence. We further
obtain a one-sided limit of
λB > 0.24 GeV ð22Þ
at 90% CL.
Note, that these estimates might suffer from additional
uncertainties from the extrapolation to Eγ > 1 GeV.
Further details can be found in Ref. [7].
TABLE II. Measured central values and the corresponding
significance for the different channels.
l
BðBþ → π0lþνlÞ
ð10−5Þ σ
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ
ð10−6Þ σ
e 8.3þ0.9−0.8  0.9 8.0 1.7þ1.6−1.4  0.7 1.1
μ 7.5þ0.8−0.8  0.6 9.6 1.0þ1.4−1.0  0.4 0.8
e; μ 7.9þ0.6−0.6  0.6 12.6 1.4þ1.0−1.0  0.4 1.4
1The statistical overlap with the previous measurement is
unknown. Since the current result is not measured in bins of q2,
the previous result should still be used for the determination of
jVubj and world averages of the branching fraction.
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VII. SUMMARY
In this manuscript, an improved search for the radiative
leptonic decay Bþ → lþνlγ on the full Belle data set
recorded at the ϒð4SÞ resonance is presented. The results
improve the previous analysis by our collaboration and
increase the signal efficiency by a factor of three. In
addition, the description of the important Bþ → π0lþνl
background was improved, by analyzing simultaneously
Bþ → π0lþνl signal events and using the global fit result
of Ref. [22] to describe its form factors. The large
improvement in sensitivity stems from employing a newly
developed tagging algorithm developed for the Belle II
experiment, the Full Event Interpretation [12]. Although
this drastically improves the sensitivity, no significant
signal of Bþ → lþνlγ decays is observed. As it is not
possible to determine the statistical overlap with the
previous Belle result, this work supersedes Ref. [11].
The determined partial branching fraction for Bþ →
lþνlγ decays with photon energies Eγ > 1 GeV in the Bsig
rest frame is found to be
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ ¼ ð1.4 1.0 0.4Þ × 10−6; ð23Þ
FIG. 3. Plot (a) shows the two-dimensional likelihood ratio contour −2λ for the combined measurement of Bþ → lþνlγ and
Bþ → π0lþνl. The ellipses correspond to the given confidence level, including systematic uncertainties. Plot (b) shows the one-
dimensional likelihood contour and its conversion into a Bayesian PDF F ðνjjnÞ using a flat prior for the Bþ → lþνlγ measurement,
see Sec. III for details.
FIG. 4. The theory prediction of Refs. [7,22] (red line with 1σ
uncertainties) for Rπ is compared to the measured value and 1σ
uncertainty (blue dashed line and band). The dark red band shows
the theoretical uncertainty, the light red band additionally con-
tains the light-cone distribution amplitude model dependence.
TABLE III. Comparison to previous results of the partial
branching fraction measurement. All limits correspond to the
90% CL.
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ limit ð10−6Þ
l BABAR [35] Belle [11] This work
e    < 6.1 < 4.3
μ    < 3.4 < 3.4
e; μ < 14 < 3.5 < 3.0
TABLE IV. The determined values of λB using the predictions
of Ref. [7] are given. A detailed description of the three
approaches to model the functional form of the light-cone
distribution amplitude (LCDA) can be found in Ref. [7]. The
first uncertainty are experimental and the second from theory.
λB (GeV)
Model I 0.36þ0.25þ0.03−0.08−0.03
Model II 0.38þ0.25þ0.05−0.06−0.08
Model III 0.32þ0.24þ0.05−0.07−0.08
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with a significance of 1.4 standard deviations over the
background-only hypothesis. Using the likelihood contour
and a flat prior, we determine a Bayesian upper limit of
ΔBðBþ → lþνlγÞ < 3.0 × 10−6; ð24Þ
at 90% confidence level.
In addition, we report an improved determination of the
first inverse momentum λB of the light-cone distribution
amplitude of theBmeson. It is done using aVub independent
way, by normalizing themeasured partial branching fraction
to the branching fraction ofBþ → π0lþνl. This reduces the
experimental uncertainties, and the theoretical prediction of
the total decay width of Bþ → π0lþνl is well understood.
Using the result of Ref. [7], its associated uncertainties
and an additional uncertainty to assess the model depend-
ence, we obtain
λB ¼ 0.36þ0.25−0.09 GeV ð25Þ
or λB > 0.24 GeV at 90% CL.
The search of Bþ → lþνlγ is limited by the available
data set and its sensitivity will be greatly enhanced by the
upcoming Belle II experiment. The anticipated data set of
50 ab−1 will greatly reduce the experimental uncertainties
on λB. Together with recent developments in lattice QCD
calculations reducing the theoretical uncertainties on λB,
the feasibility of Bþ → lþνlγ increases as an alternative
channel to measure jVubj to provide a consistency check of
the SM.
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